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Senior Stewards Report
Name of Track

Ajax Downs

Date

Wednesday, September 29 2021

Weather

Race 1 – 10
Temp: +20C Clear wind from NW at 16kmh

Track Conditions

Fast

Number of Races

10

Vet:

Scratches

2

Stewards:

0

Track:

Posttime

12:55PM

0

Senior Steward

Associate Steward

Associate Steward

Allan T. Stiff

Frederick E. Brethour

Fenton K. Platts (Remotely)

Office:
-

Jockey Ismael Mosqueira was found to be in violation of AGCO rule 11.07 (interference
violation) in race six on September 8, 2021. Mr Mosqueira was assessed a one-day riding
suspension for causing interference to another horse. The riding suspension will be served
on October 13, 2021. Ruling #1342757.

-

Due to the races being cancelled last week because of the weather ruling #1338714 was
generated citing AGCO Policy Directive No.1 – 2009 (cancellation fees).

Race 1:
-

#2 Magic Down There (Carly Furlonger), (finished fifth) reared at the start.

Race 2:
-

All clear.

Race 3:
-

#4 La Jolla Dash Six (Max Badal), (finished fifth) was erratic while racing, no placings are
required.

Race 4:
Race 5:
-

Race 6:
-

Race 7:
Race 8:
-

All clear.
Prior to coming over to the paddock for the race #3 A Fancy Arrangement (Trained by Joe
Tavares) was fractious in the barn area and was subsequently scratched by the Association
Veterinarian.
Broadcast graphics had momentarily posted the wrong numbers for the order of finish. This
error was announced and corrected. This was a graphics error only as tote had always had
the correct numbers for the order of finish.
All clear.
Stewards’ inquiry. Reviewed the break by #1 Shake Some Sugar (Brian Bell), (finished
seventh). The gate for this horse opens slower than the rest of the field. The Stewards
determined that the horse was pulling back on his flipping halter, and this caused his gate to
open slowly. The horse was deemed to have received a fair start.
Inquiry Video: https://youtu.be/Tj0Z6_wNC2o

Race 9:
-

Prior to the race #5 Perrier Special (Trained by Erik Lehtinen) was fractious in the paddock
and was subsequently scratched by the Association Veterinarian.
#9 Rosie Perry (Cassandra Jeschke), (finished ninth) broke in the air.

Race 10:
- Stewards’ inquiry reviewed the break by #6 Swmblondehairblueyes (Max Badal), (did not
finish). #6 rears up and goes over backwards in the gate as the doors open. The horse did
this on his own and was deemed to have received a fair start by the Stewards.
Inquiry Video: https://youtu.be/CREctyAgY2U
-

Cautioned Jockey Neil Husbands about using his crop in an overhand position. The warning
was entered into iAGCO.

Handle: $129,373

